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Abstract
Nonlinear antiferromagnetic resonance at 9 GHz was observed by the parallel
pumping technique with continuous waves in (CHJNHJJJCUCU single crys-
tals. When pumped well above (30 dfi) the instability threshold self spiking of
the absorbed microwave power was observed. Due to the strong non-linearity
of the sample the measurements present a rich variety of strongly irregular
time behavior with high fractal dimensions 2.5 < D < 5. The measurements
are compared to the results of the 2n-dimensional stroboscopic model (SM)
which describes the dynamics of n non-linear coupled spin wave modes. The
classically derived SM qualitatively predicts the more regular behavior in the
two mode system whereas the more irregular measurements with high frac-
tal dimensions were modeled by the three mode system. These simulations
revealed two positive Lyapunov exponents indicating hyperchaotic behavior.
General features of hyperchaotic systems are discussed and compared to the
results obtained on experiments on parallel pumped antiferromagnets.

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

It is by now well established that nonlinear magnetic resonance experiments ex-
hibit many of the features known for marginal chaos, which occurs in a nonlinear
system in which at least three dynamical variables are coupled. Most of the mag-
netic experiments were also modeled by two interacting modes of standing spin
waves, each described by its magnitude and relative phase, hence by a system with
four variables. It seems obvious that more than two modes can be parametrically
excited which might, in addition, strongly interact. Therefore, it is no surprise
that strongly irregular self spiking has been reported recently exhibiting strange
attractors with fractal dimensions larger than the marginal value 3, see, as exam-
ples, Yamazaki et al '' for ferromagnetic resonance in (CH3NH3)2CuCl4, Benner
et al 2' and Rachford et al 3' for ferrimagnetic resonance in yltrium iron garnet
(YIG), and Smirnov 4) for antiferromagnetic resonance in CsM«F3. Most authors
used the constant-size method of Grassberger and Procaccia s' for the determina-
tion of the fractal dimension. Recently, de Aguiar et a/** applied also the alternate
constant-mass method of Badii and Politi ''.

In this paper we report on parallel pumping (PP) experimental results in
the antiferromagnet (CH2NH3)2CuCU which are described in more detail else-
where 8 9 10). The observed time series exhibit large fractal dimensions up to the
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value of 5. These experiments could also be well modeled by numerically calculated

time evolution of coupled nonlinear deterministic equations of motion.

It is the aim of the present contribution to concentrate on such a simulated

time evolution which resembles closely the experimental time series. This simu-

lation uses a strongly nonlinear model of three interacting modes. To determine

the chaotic dynamics the Lyapunov exponents are calculated using an algorithm

which is briefly outlined. It is shown that for strong enough intermode coupling

the system has two positive Lyapunov exponents which indicates the presence of

hypcrchaos as denned by Rossler n*. The transitions from regular to chaotic and

hyperchaotic behavior is discussed both for a simple model of two coupled logistic

equations as well as for the three-mode model for parallel pumping.

2. PARALLEL PUMPING : EXPERIMENTS

Single crystals of antiferromagnetic (CHjNHa^CuCU were placed at the center of

an X-band cavity (9 GHz) at 1.4K with the easy axis of magnetization parallel to

the static II0 and the microwave field h. The time dependence of the microwave

absorption was recorded by an ADC.

By increasing the power P well above the threshold for parallel pumping auto

oscillations with irregular periods and amplitudes with the shape of relaxation

oscillations were found in the kHz region. Once the oscillations were set up the

dynamical behavior of the system was studied as a function of the power P and

of the magnitude and orientation of the static Held Ho as control parameters, but

with all parameters held constant during each measurement.

Three experimental examples which show increasing irregular behavior are

shown in Fig. 1 on the right side. For comparison, results of numerical simu-

lations to be described in the next section are shown on the left side. In addition,

the corresponding calculated fractal dimensions D are given.

Here, only the data and the simulations of the highly chaotic self spiking

(Fig. lc) will be discussed in more detail. It will be demonstrated that this is

an exemplary example of hyperchaos.

3 . P A R A L L E L P U M P I N G : M O D E L S

Since the pioneering work of Suhl l l \ most descriptions of nonlnear phenomena

observed in magnetic resonance have used the method oi second quantization, in-

troduced by HoLtem and Primakoff (111') to describe the creation of magnons.

Since the review of Zakharov tt al. l3) thiis formalism is called 'S-theory'.

Recently, an alternate model has been described, which bypasses the elaborate
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Figure 1: Comparison of typical experimental time series measured by PP in
(Cr^NHa^CuCU with numerical results from the SM. Theory (left) and exper-
iments (right) showing a) plain relaxation oscillations, b) relaxation oscillations
with irregular periods, and c) high dimensional chaos. The corresponding frac-
tal dimensions D are a) 1.0, % 2.5; b) 2.0, 3.2; c) 4.1, 5.2; for simulated and
experimental data, respectively.

method of second quantization. This is possible since only correlated magnon
pairs are considered. The idea is to use a classical 'stroboscopic model' (SM)
which retains only the slow motions of standing spin waves (magnon pairs ±fc) in
a frame rigid in the laboratory.

In addition, and in contrast to S-theory, this treatment is valid also for large
precession angles. It is shown that the H-P results in the limit of correlated phases
(S-theory) are equivalent to the first terms of the expansion for small precession
angles of the stroboscopic model.

3.1 The Stroboscopic Model (SM)

The stroboscopic model (SM) has been derived 14) from the classical equation of
motion ds/dt —- i*x //,// + damping. A standing spin wave mode which is equiv-
alent to two lnagnons of opposite wave vector sign is represented by one classical
spin s with polar angle 0 and azimuthal angle 4> precessing about a normalized
strong static field. By analytically integrating the spin precession over two pump
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periods and using the approximation that the static Held is much larger than all

other fields, one gets equations of motion winch involve only the slow motion of

the preoessing spin.-, In the calculations presented here only the parallel pumping

case is considered winch is described by the set ol equations:

sin 0k a k s i n 2<pk + ^ bk] s i n 2 6} s i n 2(<f>k - < / > , ) - r k \

sin Oj cos2(<f>k - <fi}

ddk

dt

d<t>k
——- — cos 0k | ak cos 2<f>k +
dt

with ak representing the external pump, bk} the interaction between the modes

k *-* j , Au>4 the detuning, dk the self-detuning, and rk the damping.

The following function is considered to be an expression which can be compared

to the absorption signal of the experiment: / (r) = Yk ak sinJ 8k cos 2 ^ .

Figure 2: Simulated time series using the 'stroboscopic model' for parallel pumping

for three interacting modes. Top: f(t). Bottom: corresponding trajectories of the

three modes, as seen 'from above', i.e. projections of s onto the i — y-plane.

la order to give a visual example of the strongly nonlinear type of motion the

calculated trajectories of the three modes are displayed in Fig. 2 together with the

corresponding shortei tune series / ( / ) . The parameters used for this simulation
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are for k = 1,2,3, respectively: ak = 0.4, 0.08, 0.05; rk = 0.1, 0.042, 0.01; dlA%3 -
0.5; Au>* = 0, -0.4, -1; bkj = b}k: 6,2 = 623 = -7.5, 6l3 = 0.5, bkk = 0. These values
were also used to produce the simulation displayed in Fig. lc (left side) where the
time dependence of f(t) is shown over a longer interval than in Fig. 2.

3.2 Short Description of the S-Theory

The S-theory based on the work of Suhl 12) is well established to describe parallel
pumping experiments. Due to the strong selectivity of parallel pumping only a
few modes k of standing spin waves with wave vector k are essential. The slow
time evolution of these modes is described by nk(t) as a measure of the number of
excited magnon pairs and by their phase V'fc(')- The main terms of the equations
of motion in the notation of Zakharov et al 13) are

\hV sin V'fc + Y, S)»nj sintV'fc - V>j) - Ik
2 d t

1 dil'if ( <jjD \ ^
—7— — hVk cos \j>k + I ujk 1 + 2Tkknk + 2_^ Skj^j cos(V>* - tpj) ,

with hVk describing the external parallel pumping, 7* the damping, Skj the cou-
pling between the modes k and j , Tkk the self detuning, a>i, the renormalized
Larmor frequency, and u>p the pumping frequency.

3.3 Comparison of S-theory with SM

Since a detailed comparison of the S-theory and SM can be found elsewhere 14',
only an alternate aspect will be mentioned here.

It is interesting to note that both models can be obtained from the same form
of a time independent Hamiltonian H. = £fc Hi, with

- nk
Ak cos V>j, + ] T Bk}n3

with the appropriate definitions for the parameters Ak, Bkj, Dk. and u;fc.
The equations of motion are found by using the Hamilton formalism

. _ dn . a n
dpk ' dqk

with the conjugate variables pk and qk to be specified differently for the two models.
Further, a phenouienological damping term has to be added to p\.
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For the S-theory, the conjugate variables are set as nk — p^ with a range from

zero to infinity (winch is unrealistic for the case of a spin space) and tpk = qk-

In contrast, the equations of motion of the SM are obtained by setting 2n^ =

1 - pjj — sin20t, thus pi — cos Oi, with a range between 1 and + 1 , and V*fc — 2qn =

Obviously, for small excitation angles '^ both descriptions are equivalent with

'In ~ 07 and cos 6 ~ 1 This restriction of the S-theory to small excitations

might cause problems for strong pumping conditions, for which n could grow to

unrealistic values. In contrast, SM is valid for all excitation angles.

The limitation of the S theory to small excitations is caused by the use of the

HoUtein-Pnmakotf formalism, which, for classical spins 5 — 1, had to approximate

St — y/\ ~-~S'+f>-. by St ~ 1 - ^5+5'_ — 1 a* a in order to replace spin operators

S+ by creation operators a+ of second quantization, which are in the S-theory

finally reduced to their classical limit. Since SM avoids the intermediate use of

second quantization, it can treat directly St — ̂ /\ — 3T+5T = cos 0.

4. DATA A N A L Y S I S : F R A C T A L D I M E N S I O N

The fractal dimensions of the attractors were determined with the use of the

constant-mass method 7> which is better suited for the analysis of high-dimension

signals than the constant size method &K The algorithm developed and imple-

mented by Broggi lt>> was applied to a careful investigation of the characterisation

of the fractal nature of the measured signals.

First the signals consisting of 5120 data points were embedded in an /^-dimen-

sional space by using the sampling time as time delay. Then 1100 reference points

were chosen at random from the embedded points. Each reference point j was

compared to n other randomly chosen points and the distances 6jk ^(n) to the

k-th nearest neighbor were determined. From these the weighted average distance

over all m reference points was calculated

The average v b' ^ was calculated for 45 \_ n v 4000 and for embedding di-

mensions E -- 2,...,lf). The order of nearest neighbors was A:—20. For the runs

presented in Fig 1c the slope of log < 61 s decreases with higher embedding di-

mension and with higher values of n and becomes nearly constant. This saturation

value for the slope determines the dimension I). The slopes were computed from

a linear regression in a certain range of n. As a function of embedding dimen-

sion the slope saturates in a rather large range of II v £ j a , < 15 but D stays
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well below E, which indicates that the data is of deterministic and not of random
origin. In Fig. 3 the information dimension is plotted as a function of E for the
measurements shown in Fig. lc, right side.

10 14

Figure 3: Information dimension D\ determined with the constant-mass method
vs. embedding dimension E for the measurements shown in Fig. lc right side.
The dimension saturates at 5.2.

As a function of n no true saturation occurred. Due to the rather restricted
number of data points the determination of the dimensions for these data sets
is not unambiguous. Because the dimension function is defined only in the limit
n - t o o one has to use very high values of n to be sure that the asymptotic slope
of log < 6y > vs. log n is reached. Furthermore, the sampling time should be of
the order of about one quarter of the minimum period present in the data which
cannot be fulfilled for our data without missing spikes. Despite these difficulties the
calculation indicates high values of dimension spread over the range 1 < Dj < 5.2.

5. LYAPUNOV-EXPONENTS AND HYPERCHAOS

5.1 Determination of Lyapunov-Exponents

The determination of the Lyapunov exponents is an important problem in the
analysis of a possibly chaotic system since they show not only qualitatively the
sensitive dependence on initial conditions but give also a quantitative measure of
the average rate of separation of nearby trajectories on the attractor. An efficient
algorithm for the evaluation of Lyapunov exponents was proposed by Bennettin
et al. ia). The essential features can be illustrated with the example of a N-
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dimensional ditfereutiahle map

The algorithm is based on the theorem of O&eledec and involves vectors from
the tangent space of f(jrk) which ensures that the motion is restricted to the
attractor under consideration and thus avoids complications that are due to the
possible existence of different basins of attraction Starting from a complete set of
orthonormal basis vectors {"",-••, wJv) *ne following calculations are subsequently
performed : One determines the vectors

where n — 1,...,/V and l)f denotes the Jacobian of the map. Stretching factors
d'n are calculated by

with
m- 1

where m — 2,..., N and

The Lyapunov exponents are then obtained from

\ n - Inn ! V

£&di vector vn tends to relax into that direction which allows the largest stretching.
After some transient steps the first vector v' will point in the direction of fastest
separation. Recently, an algorithm has been developed 17^ which allows one to
calculate the Lyapuiiov exponents according to tins scheme from a time series. It
could, however, not yel be applied to the analysis of the above discussed parallel
pumping experiments since the number of data points so far available was too
small.

5.2 Definition and Example of a Hyperchaotic System

The concept of hypei chaos was introduced by Hossler " ' t o distinguish dynamical
systems exhibiting two or more positive Lyapunov exponents from the "normal"
chaotic systems in which stretching in only one direction takes place. In the original
paper a system of four coupled differential equations was investigated. The general
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Figure 4: Lyapunov-exponents for a system of two coupled logistic equations show-

ing regular behavior, normal chaos, and hyperchaos as a function of the coupling

strengths g.

features, however, can equally well be explained with maps. Consider, therefore,

the two coupled logistic equations

yn+1 =

- xn) + g{yn - zn)

- yn) + g{xn - yn).

Without coupling, i.e. <? = ( ) , and for the values a t = 0.8 and 02 = 0.88,

the attractors for x and y are cycles with periods 2 and 4, respectively, with

Lyapunov-exponents of A! = —0.916 and X2 — —0.193. As the coupling strength

g is increased the two-dimensional map shows for .08 < g < .13 a deterministic

chaotic behavior with one positive and one negative Lyapunov-exponent. For

0.13 < g a hyperchaotic state with two positive exponents is observed (see Fig. 4).

Frequency locking occurs at g — 0.18.

Varying also the parameters ax and a2 the system of the coupled maps shows

a rich nonlinear behavior. Besides the bifurcation sequences to fully developed

chaos which a single logistic map exhibits, the coupling also introduces frequency

locking at the transition from quasi-periodic behavior to chaos as well as chaos

and hyperchaos .

5.3 Lyapunov-Exponen t s for the T h r e e - M o d e Model

Using the algorithm discussed above, the Lyapunov-exponents were calculated for
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the model de;»<nl>rd in Sec 3.1 with the samr set of parameter values which was

used to simulate thr time dependence .shown in Figs, lc and 2. The result is

displayed in Kig .V
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Figure 5: Convergence to the 6 Lyapunov-exponents for the three-mode system.
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The convergence to the Lyapunov-exponents which are defined in the limit
t --» oo is rather slow and special attention has to be given to a correct integration
of the equations of motion in order to avoid numerical instabilities. Two exponents
are positive (A| — 0.19, A2 — 0.09), one is zero, and three are negative (A4 =

0.06, A5 — -0.20, A6 — 0.31). From these values one obtains a Lyapunov-
dnnension of 5.1 which compares well with the information dimension extracted
from the experiments (see Fig. 3).

To compare the predictions of the model to the general features observed in
transitions from chaotic to hyperchaotic behavior, the Lyapunov-exponents were
also calculated by varying the coupling strength b. The results of these simulations
are shown in Fig. 6. For very small coupling a completely regular motion is
observed. For intermediate b the appearance of one positive exponent indicates a
normal chaotic behavior while a hyperchaotic state is found for a broad range of
strong coupling.

Further studies are now in progress both experimentally and theoretically to
investigate the transition from chaotic to hyperchaotic states with respect to scal-
ing properties.
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